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On March 10, 2023, a California banking regulator closed Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), making it the 

second-largest bank by assets to fail in U.S. history. At the same time, the state regulator appointed the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) as SVB’s receiver to liquidate the institution, sell its 

assets, and pay claims against it. As receiver, the FDIC assumed all of the rights, powers, and obligations 

of SVB’s officers, directors, and shareholders. 

SVB’s collapse prompted funding pressures at other banks, along with private and governmental 

emergency interventions aimed at protecting depositors and preventing the failure of other institutions. 

Questions abound about the causes of this distress. Since the FDIC has taken over SVB, a number of 

reports have surfaced that have raised questions about the potential culpability of the failed bank’s former 

officers and directors. For example, there are reports that:  

 SVB’s primary federal regulator—the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

(Fed)—had, over the course of the last year and a half, issued SVB six supervisory 

warnings. These “Matters Requiring Attention” and “Matters Requiring Immediate 

Attention” reportedly concerned the bank’s risk management practices. In early 2023, the 

Fed subjected the bank to a horizontal (cross-bank) examination regarding interest-rate 

risk, which identified additional deficiencies.  

 SVB offered some of the most generous compensation packages among publicly traded 

banks. The bank also paid out bonuses to employees hours before the federal takeover.  

 SVB executives sold millions of dollars of company stock shortly before the bank’s 

collapse. 

 The FDIC has estimated that SVB’s failure will cost its Deposit Insurance Fund roughly 

$23 billion.  

These reports have raised concerns that mismanagement caused SVB’s failure and that executives reaped 

significant financial rewards despite the institution’s collapse and associated costs to third parties. These 

reports have also prompted calls, including from some Members of Congress and the President, to hold 

SVB officers and directors accountable for the bank’s downfall. Specifically, there have been calls for the 

federal government to recoup bonuses and other forms of compensation recently paid to SVB’s officers 
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and directors and to levy civil money penalties or otherwise hold bank executives personally liable for 

contributing to the bank’s collapse.  

This Legal Sidebar analyzes some of the existing legal authorities governing bank executive 

compensation, personal liability for officers and directors of failed banks, and investigations into possible 

insider trading by bank executives. The Sidebar concludes with potential options for Congress. 

SVB Executive Compensation 

In a proxy statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in March 2023, SVB’s 

parent company—SVB Financial Group—described its executive compensation policies and procedures. 

The company noted that its Board of Directors and Compensation & Human Capital Committee 

determine the institution’s executive compensation at least annually based on, among other things, market 

data regarding comparable institutions, recommendations from independent consultants, the company’s 

financial growth and short- and long-term performance, market conditions, talent retention, and risk 

management.  

As shown in Figure 1, SVB Financial reported providing executives a blend of base salaries, annual cash 

bonuses based on return on equity targets, long-term stock options and restricted stock units, long-term 

performance-based restricted stock units, and other benefits. SVB reported total compensation for its 

executive officers in 2022 ranging from just under $3 million for its General Counsel to just under 

$10 million for its CEO.    
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Figure 1. SVB Executive Compensation 2022 

 
Source: SVB Financial Group Proxy Statement, Securities Exchange Comm’n Schedule 14A (filed March 2, 2023) 

Regulation of Bank Executive Compensation 

Executives of insured depository institutions (IDIs) are subject to statutory restrictions on compensation. 

Section 39 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (FDI Act), codified at 12 U.S.C. § 1831p-1, requires the 

federal banking regulators to implement standards that prevent officers, directors, principal shareholders, 

and employees of an IDI from receiving compensation that is either “excessive” or that “could lead to 

material financial loss to the institution.”  

The statute delineates a number of considerations for assessing the excessiveness of a compensation 

arrangement. These include the overall amount of compensation received by the individual, how much 

similarly situated individuals within the IDI and comparable institutions have historically been paid, the 

financial standing of the IDI, the cost and benefits to the IDI, and “any connection between the individual 

and any fraudulent act or omission, breach of trust or fiduciary duty, or insider abuse with regard to the 
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institution.” The statute stipulates, however, that regulators may not use Section 39 to “set a specific level 

or range of compensation.”  

The Fed, FDIC, and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) have adopted joint regulations to 

implement Section 39. The regulations define compensation broadly to mean all cash and noncash 

payments and benefits derived from, among other things, employment contracts and stock options. If a 

banking regulator determines that an IDI has failed to implement compensation policies that comply with 

Section 39 and its implementing regulations, then the regulator can require the IDI to make modifications 

to bring those policies into compliance.  

The banking regulators also may use their enforcement powers, including their authority to issue Prompt 

Corrective Action Directives, Cease-and-Desist Orders, or Civil Money Penalty Orders, if the IDI “fails to 

submit an acceptable plan within the time allowed by the agency or fails in any material respect to 

implement an accepted plan.” Whether the Fed raised concerns about SVB’s executive compensation 

policies in advance of SVB’s failure is unclear.  

(Section 8(k) of the FDI Act also imposes limitations on payments under severance-related golden 

parachute agreements and indemnification agreements to institution-affiliated parties [IAPs]—i.e., 

officers, directors, employees, controlling shareholders, and certain other insiders. However, CRS has not 

found information suggesting that SVB made any such payments. As a result, the FDI Act’s limits on 

golden parachutes and indemnification agreements are outside the scope of this Legal Sidebar.) 

D&O Personal Liability: FIRREA & Fiduciary Duties of Care and Loyalty 

Bank officers and directors generally owe fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to the banks they serve.  

The FDIC explains that “[t]he duty of loyalty requires directors and officers to administer the affairs of 

the bank with candor, personal honesty and integrity.” Bank directors and officers are thus “prohibited 

from advancing their own personal business interests, or those of others, at the expense of the bank.”  

The duty of care generally means that officers and directors are obligated to monitor the bank’s activities 

and employees; to be informed of all material facts and circumstances when making decisions for the 

bank; and to ensure that bank decisions further a legitimate business purpose. The stringency of these 

duties, however, is often tempered in practice by the “business judgment rule,” which can shield officers 

and directors from liability for bad business decisions—i.e., exercising poor judgment—as long as those 

decisions are rational and made in good faith, with full information, and absent conflicts of interest.  

Prior to the enactment of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 

(FIRREA), which Congress passed in response to the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, there was no 

federal statutory standard governing the fiduciary duties of bank officers and directors. Instead, bank 

officers and directors were subject to varying state corporate laws. A provision of FIRREA, codified at 12 

U.S.C. § 1821(k), changed the relevant framework by establishing a statutory duty of care applicable to 

officers and directors of failed IDIs.  

Under this provision, the FDIC, as receiver of a failed IDI, may hold officers and directors personally 

liable for civil monetary damages for “gross negligence, including any similar conduct or conduct that 

demonstrates a greater disregard of a duty of care (than gross negligence) including intentional tortious 

conduct,” as defined by state law. The provision concludes with a savings clause that states that 

“[n]othing in this paragraph shall impair or affect any right of the Corporation under other applicable 

law.”  

The meaning of this provision was litigated in the 1990s. Some bank personnel argued that FIRREA 

established a uniform federal standard of gross negligence for directors and officers of failed banks. The 
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https://www.occ.gov/topics/laws-and-regulations/enforcement-actions/enforcement-action-types/index-enforcement-action-types.html
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FDIC, in contrast, contended that the provision authorized, at a minimum, claims of gross negligence, as 

well as any lower standard that might be applicable under state law.  

The Supreme Court ultimately sided with the FDIC in the 1997 decision Atherton v. FDIC. Relying 

largely on the provision’s savings clause, the Court held that Section 1821(k) establishes a gross 

negligence floor, but also allows the FDIC to pursue claims against bank officers and directors under less 

stringent standards, such as simple negligence, when available under applicable state law.  

As a result, the standards for bank officer and director liability vary state by state. These standards 

generally range from simple negligence (i.e., what a reasonably prudent person with similar experience 

would do in similar circumstances) to gross negligence (i.e., a heightened standard often requiring 

recklessness or willful indifference). Some states have also adopted various intermediate standards that 

apply in certain circumstances.  

If the facts support claims for breach of the duty of care or loyalty, the FDIC would have the authority 

under Section 1821(k) to pursue claims against SVB officers and directors. Based on the case law 

applying this provision, such actions likely would be governed by the law of California, where SVB was 

headquartered and which served as the bank’s principal place of business.  

California Corporations Code § 309 codifies the business judgment rule as applicable only to corporate 

directors, not officers. Courts have interpreted the provision as protecting directors from liability for 

business decisions made in good faith and in the absence of fraud, corruption, a conflict of interest, or a 

total abdication of corporate responsibility. In other words, directors generally are subject to a gross 

negligence standard under California law, meaning liability depends on a showing that they acted without 

“even scant care” or in “an extreme departure from the ordinary standard of conduct.”  

In contrast, corporate officers are not protected by California’s business judgment rule. Instead, officers, 

including those at SVB, can be liable for simple negligence under California law. Under that standard, 

SVB’s officers owed a duty to the bank “to carry out their responsibilities by exercising the degree of 

care, skill, and diligence that ordinarily prudent persons in like positions would use under similar 

circumstances.”   

Notwithstanding the complexity of the applicable law, the FDIC has used its Section 1821(k) authority 

extensively. Since the 2008 financial crisis, the FDIC has filed dozens of lawsuits and entered into nearly 

1,000 settlement agreements with officers, directors, and other professionals related to losses suffered by 

failed IDIs. These actions have led to recoveries totaling more than $4 billion.  

The FDIC has noted, however, that it “will not bring civil suits against directors and officers who fulfill 

their responsibilities, including the duties of loyalty and care, and who make reasonable business 

judgments on a fully informed basis and after proper deliberation.” The FDIC has stated that it largely 

brings personal liability cases against the officers and directors of failed banks in the following situations: 

 dishonest conduct; 

 inappropriate transactions with bank insiders; 

 failure to establish, follow, or monitor sound underwriting policies and procedures; and 

 failure to respond to concerns raised by regulators, accountants, counsel, or other 

professionals. 

General Enforcement Powers Under 12 U.S.C. § 1818 

Section 8 of the FDI Act (12 U.S.C. § 1818) also grants federal bank regulators certain authorities to hold 

bank executives accountable for misconduct. 
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Section 8(e) of the FDI Act empowers bank regulators to prohibit IAPs from participating in the affairs of 

any IDI in certain circumstances. To issue a prohibition order, bank regulators must make certain 

showings involving an IAP’s misconduct, the effect of that misconduct, and the IAP’s culpability for the 

misconduct.  

Regulators can establish the relevant types of misconduct by proving that an IAP 

 violated a law or regulation, final cease-and-desist order, written agreement between an 

IDI and a federal banking regulator, or a condition imposed in writing by a federal 

banking regulator in connection with granting an application or request by an IDI;  

 engaged or participated in any unsafe or unsound banking practice; or 

 breached a fiduciary duty.  

If a regulator makes this showing, it then must establish that the effect of the IAP’s misconduct was to 

 cause the IDI to suffer actual or probable financial loss or other damage;  

 actually or possibly prejudice the interests of the IDI’s depositors; or  

 cause the IAP to receive financial gain or other benefit.  

Finally, to issue a prohibition order, a bank regulator must establish the IAP’s culpability by showing that 

the relevant misconduct: 

 involved personal dishonesty; or  

 demonstrated willful or continuing disregard for the safety or soundness of the IDI.  

Bank regulators can also seek civil money penalties from bank executives for certain types of misconduct 

under Section 8(i) of the FDI Act. Among other types of misconduct, Section 8(i) authorizes civil 

penalties against IAPs who recklessly engage in an unsafe or unsound practice in cases where the practice 

 is part of a pattern of misconduct;  

 causes or is likely to cause more than a minimal loss to an IDI; or  

 results in pecuniary gain or other benefit to the IAP.  

Insider Trading Investigations  

The Department of Justice (DOJ) and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) are reportedly 

investigating stock sales conducted by SVB executives shortly before the bank’s failure. On 

February 27—days before SVB disclosed large losses—SVB’s CEO sold $3.6 million of the company’s 

stock. Other executives also sold SVB shares in the months preceding the firm’s collapse.  

SEC Rule 10b-5 and Title 18 of the U.S. Code prohibit corporate insiders from trading their company’s 

stock on the basis of material nonpublic information (MNPI). Under SEC Rule 10b5-1, however, insiders 

can avail themselves of an affirmative defense to insider-trading liability by utilizing trading plans that 

meet certain criteria. Some of the trades by SVB executives mentioned above, including the trades by 

SVB’s CEO, were conducted pursuant to Rule 10b5-1 trading plans. 

The use of a Rule 10b5-1 trading plan does not eliminate the possibility of an insider-trading violation. 

Among other requirements, insiders must adopt such plans before becoming aware of MNPI and must 

have entered into such plans “in good faith and not as part of a plan or scheme to evade” the 

insider-trading prohibition. The DOJ and SEC may bring insider-trading charges when these prerequisites 

are not met. Earlier this year, for example, the agencies filed insider-trading charges against a healthcare 

executive who allegedly adopted a trading plan while in possession of MNPI.  

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/COMPS-265/pdf/COMPS-265.pdf#page=54
https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/examinations/enforcement-actions/ch-06.pdf#page=2
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/COMPS-265/pdf/COMPS-265.pdf#page=54
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/COMPS-265/pdf/COMPS-265.pdf#page=54
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/COMPS-265/pdf/COMPS-265.pdf#page=54
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/COMPS-265/pdf/COMPS-265.pdf#page=62
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-sec-investigating-silicon-valley-banks-collapse-c192c2b2
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/719739/000156218023002056/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/719739/000156218023002059/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/719739/000156218023001140/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/719739/000156218023000879/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-240/subpart-A/subject-group-ECFR71e2d22647918b0/section-240.10b-5
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:18%20section:1348%20edition:prelim)%20OR%20(granuleid:USC-prelim-title18-section1348)&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/445/222/
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-240/subpart-A/subject-group-ECFR71e2d22647918b0/section-240.10b5-1
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-17/chapter-II/part-240/subpart-A/subject-group-ECFR71e2d22647918b0/section-240.10b5-1
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1570711/download
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2023-42
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2023-42
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The SEC also recently overhauled Rule 10b5-1 in response to concerns about the abuse of trading plans. 

In December 2022, the agency finalized a regulation adding new conditions to Rule 10b5-1’s affirmative 

defense. Among other things, the rule requires a “cooling off” period before trading can commence under 

a Rule 10b5-1 plan and restricts insiders’ ability to use multiple overlapping plans—a practice that 

allowed executives to selectively cancel plans based on MNPI.  

The SEC’s amendments became effective on February 27, 2023, and generally do not apply to plans 

entered into before that date. Accordingly, it appears that the new requirements did not govern the sales 

by SVB executives that are reportedly under investigation. The sales by SVB’s CEO—which were 

conducted on February 27 pursuant to a plan adopted on January 26—would not have complied with the 

amendments, which would have required a “cooling off” period of 90 days. 

Considerations for Congress 

Congress has several options to address concerns regarding the accountability of officers and directors of 

failed banks.  

The Biden Administration has offered a number of proposals. The White House has argued that Congress 

should expand bank regulators’ authority to seek penalties from negligent executives of failed banks. As 

discussed, Section 8(i) of the FDI Act allows regulators to obtain civil penalties from bank executives 

who recklessly engage in unsafe or unsound practices in certain circumstances. The Biden Administration 

has argued that Congress should expand this penalty authority to cover negligent conduct that contributes 

to a bank’s failure.  

Congress could also consider strengthening the FDIC’s authority to obtain damages from officers and 

directors of failed banks. As discussed, 12 U.S.C. § 1821(k) establishes a federal floor of gross negligence 

for FDIC actions seeking damages from bank officers and directors. Less stringent burdens may apply, 

however, based on governing state law. To respond to accountability concerns raised by recent bank 

failures, Congress could consider establishing a uniform federal standard of simple negligence for bank 

officers and directors in FDIC damages actions.  

The Biden Administration has also supported extending the clawback authorities in Title II of the 

Dodd-Frank Act to a broader set of institutions. When Title II’s Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) is 

invoked to resolve large financial companies, the FDIC has express authority to recover compensation 

paid to executives and directors during the prior two years if such persons are deemed “substantially 

responsible” for a company’s failure. FDIC regulations implementing this authority adopt a rebuttable 

presumption that certain executives and directors—including a firm’s chairman, CEO, president, and 

CFO—are “substantially responsible” for a firm’s failure.  

OLA is currently available for resolving non-depository financial companies if certain statutory 

prerequisites involving systemic risk are satisfied. The Failed Bank Executives Clawback Act seeks to 

extend the clawback authorities available under OLA to resolutions of a wider range of institutions.  

Congress is also considering broader changes to the FDIC’s clawback powers. S. 825, the Protecting 

Consumers from Bailouts Act, would empower the FDIC to claw back any incentive-based compensation 

paid to an officer of a failed bank in the year preceding the FDIC’s appointment as receiver. The 

aforementioned Failed Bank Executives Clawback Act would also require the FDIC to claw back several 

types of compensation paid to IAPs of failed banks during the five years preceding a bank’s failure if such 

clawbacks are “necessary to prevent unjust enrichment and assure that the [IAP] bears losses” consistent 

with his or her responsibility.  

Other proposals would use the tax code to recoup bonuses and profits from certain stock sales from 

executives of failed banks. The Deliver Executive Profits on Seized Institutions to Taxpayers (DEPOSIT) 

Act (S. 800) would adopt a 90% tax rate for bonuses paid to executives of a failed bank within the 60

https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-222
https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2022/33-11138.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2022/33-11138.pdf#page=27
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https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2022/33-11138.pdf#page=116
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/719739/000156218023002056/xslF345X03/primarydocument.xml
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/03/17/fact-sheet-president-biden-urges-congressional-action-to-strengthen-accountability-for-senior-bank-executives/
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https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:12%20section:1821%20edition:prelim)
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 days before the FDIC’s appointment as conservator or receiver. The bill also would adopt a 100% tax 

rate on the profits from any transactions by executives of a failed bank in the bank’s securities within the 

60 days prior to the FDIC’s appointment.  

Another potential option is for Congress to take additional action to implement the executive 

compensation provisions of Dodd-Frank Act Section 956. Section 956 directed the federal banking 

regulators to promulgate regulations to bar certain incentive-based compensation arrangements at covered 

financial institutions with at least $1 billion in assets. In particular, the provision directed regulators to 

prohibit compensation arrangements that “encourage[] inappropriate risks” because they are “excessive” 

or could cause material losses to a covered institution. The statute required the banking regulators to issue 

these regulations within nine months of Dodd-Frank’s enactment on July 21, 2010. 

While the banking regulators proposed rules to implement Section 956 in both 2011 and 2016, they have 

not finalized them. The 2016 proposal would have, among other things, imposed a mandatory seven-year 

clawback of incentive-based pay received by certain senior executive officers who engaged in “significant 

misconduct,” including actions that caused the financial institution significant reputational or financial 

harm.  

Congress could codify any or all of the measures in the 2011 or 2016 proposals. Congress also could 

amend Section 956 so that its general prohibition of the relevant types of incentive-based pay goes into 

effect and is enforceable by a date certain, regardless of whether the banking regulators have finalized 

associated regulations.  

Finally, Congress has the option to retain the current framework governing the liability of officers and 

directors of failed banks.  
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